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E- place guidelines 
lo spazio come lo intende la corporation



General Challenges for Office management

Employee experience

Mobility issues (traffic, transport) 

Continuous organisation rightsizing

Active body = creative brain

Sedentary (office) lifestyle literally kills

Generation driven housing 

Homeoffice impedes collaboration

Seduce people back into the office

FM partner relation

Customer experience

Place & Time independent work

Cost efficiency

Office becomes meeting point

Dynamic, activity based workspace

Office load levelling required

& More

IBM’s

Engaged Workspace



Description
Dynamic villages bring flexibility and client identity into the work environment and support 

collaboration within and between fast changing teams. 

Dynamic villages are flexible areas in the office building which are able to continuously 

change, instead of fixed team or department areas. 

Two types of flexible areas are defined. 'Client villages' and 'Expertise villages'. Client 

villages are areas where employees working for 1 client unite and collaborate. Expertise 

villages are areas where employees with the same or additional expertise unite and 

collaborate. 

The look and feel of these areas can be fully adjusted to the client’s brand or the field of 

expertise. New lighting techniques (led) and digital signage will be used. Flexibility is the 

norm. Look and feel can be easily changed to another client or expertise, as well as the size 

of the areas. It is for example possible that a certain area is 'branded' for a particular client 

on day 1 and that the same area is 'branded' for a particular field of expertise the other day. 

The areas offer a range of various types of workstations for different activities. You are not 

limited to one desk for all activities but have the freedom to choose the location, area and 

workstation that suits to your activities and personal work style.

Dynamic Villages

Engaged Workspace, initiative 1



Meet & Connect has 2 elements, Internal and External

Internal focus supports and stimulates knowledge sharing between IBM colleagues. Focus is 

on creating a central meeting square; an area on at central location in the building 

where IBM'ers can have informal meetings, collaborate or just wind down and have a coffee. 

It will be the home base for IBM'ers and the layout will be less flexible compared to the 

dynamic villages. It will include the client center that will transform into an attractive space 

where IBM'ers like to come as it will visualise and show the history of IBM, as well as the 

latest innovations and ideas for the future. It is a place where ideas are shown and where 

IBM'ers get triggered to discuss newest innovations.

External focus supports and stimulates knowledge sharing between IBM'ers and external 

relations. Focus is on creating a work and meeting area on a central location in the building 

which is accessible for IBM'ers, but also for external people. Interaction between IBM'ers and 

external relations (start ups, freelancers, experts, clients, prospects, etc.) is facilitated. 

People come together to share ideas, get inspired and learn from each other.

Description

Engaged Workspace, initiative 2

Meet & connect facilities



Description

Work facilities enable an efficient way of working. Focus of work facilities is on 

three main elements:

1) Instant available (video conference) rooms not bookable and intended for short 

stay, to conduct phone calls, video conferencing or short meetings.

2) Introduction of "offices for a day". Personal offices which can be booked and 

used for a day. It is possible to book this office within the IBM office 

environment. 

3) A booking, finding, monitoring system. Main goal of the system is to give you 

realtime insight in the availability of workspaces. Sensors can be used to 

measure the occupancy of workstations. The system can also be used for 

regular bookings and reservations. 

Recharge facilities make it possible to combine work with short recreational 

activities in order to recharge yourself. Focus of recharge facilities is on being able 

to combine work and recreation activities in order to find the right balance on  work 

and stress levels. Examples are silence rooms, (electronic) games, library, etc. 

Engaged Workspace , initiative 3

Work & recharge facilities



IBM Amsterdam re-fitting








